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Connie Deming

"...The thing I really

like about teaching

students is it reminds

me ...of how neat and

how special teaching

is.... It got to the point

where I could see

through the student's

eyes and remember
how special it was to

learn. This graduat-

ing class is special. I

heard what they

wanted to do through

the admissions office,

what their aspirations

were. It's so great to

see it all come to-

gether and be happen-

ing lor them. I believe

in this class. They are

people who I would
want to take care of

me, and I feel like I

have been a part of

that."

Karen Parker

Sylvia Doyle

Crystal Harris
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Faculty and Staff

"...What I like best

about working with

student nurses is that

I get to learn how
they feel about being

a nursing student ....

It has been educa-

tional for me."

Julie Parkj

"...These students are

very interested in

learning and are very

conscientious about

following up on

learning activities."

Renee Hyde

"...I enjoy working

with students, the

interaction, our

environment, and the

fact that the students

are very focused and

directed."

Cindy Rhooej

"...I enjoy faculty-

student interaction as

well as observing

learners' growth as

they experience

discovery about

themselves and the

profession of

nursing."

Arlene Polcuki

"...I really enjoy

teaching nursing

students because they

are so interested in

furthering their

career. They are in a

career that helps

people."

Agne<> Whitesell

Nancy Comer Claire Corbin

Ginger Eklund

Francis Hoover

Mary Fee

"...I love working

with nursing stu-

dents because they

are truly dedicated to

helping others. This

is proven by the

tremendous amount

of hours spent

studying, growing,

learning, and

developing."

Ginger Eklund

"...All my years of

teaching I wished for

smart students and a

lot of resources,

fiscal and human.

Watch out for what

you wish, you might

get it."

Clara Smith

Denise Howard Renee Hyde



Faculty and Staff

Graham Keever Sara Masters

"...I enjoy teaching

nursing students to rise

to the challenge of pe-

diatric nursing. I find

it exciting to guide the

students through the

development of both

the nurturing and the

technical skills neces-

sary to practice in the

pediatric setting."

Nancy Comer Delores Maxwell Sonya Montgomery

Karen Parker

Cindy Rhodes

"...I enjoy working

with students,

helping them reach

their goals and

discover their

potential. I love

watching...when

they discover

something new."

Sara MadterJ

"...Our students are

mature and self-

directed, which

makes them pleasant

to work with. The
School, with its

advanced technology

and innovative

programs, is an

exciting place to

work."

Luia Wright

Julie Parks

Suzanne Tatro

"... I am in the

position to observe

the changes that

occur in individual

students over the two

year period. I find

this to be the most

rewarding aspect of

my job. I am genu-

inely impressed with

the rapid growth that

occurs in the

student's knowledge

base and their ability

to adapt to various

environments and

client populations.

I'm proud of our

students and believe

that graduates of our

program are well

prepared to deal with

the realities of

nursing.'

Brenda Vajquez

Arlene Polaski

Joan Teli

"...This class, to me, is

so important because

they came to the

school when I did. It

has taken two years

for them to get

through their nursing

developmental stages

and now it will be like

a mother watching her

baby birds fly."

DeiiLie Howard

Brenda Vasquez Gail Watson Steve White Lisa Wright
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Gary Alexander

"...I enjoy taking care

of people."

Veronlque Singerman

SeniorJ

"...My most memo-
rable moment was in

pediatrics when I

was taking care of a

little girl ... and the

only person she

would talk to was her

mom who was

getting really tired

and worn out

because she had to

stay in the room the

entire time. I spent

some time with her

and just kind of hung

around and colored

and she started

talking to me. It just

made me feel like I

was making a

difference."

Stacia Render

Stephanie Anderson Paige Ballard

Beverly Banks Tim Beasley Lynn Beck Stacia Bender

"...A nurse manager

came down the hall

and said that the

mother of a young

patient had specifically

requested that 1 come
back to her room that

day. I fell like I could

give the mother some

relief."

Tamnue Lucas

Alycia Blackwell Melanie Boatwright Mona Bradshaw

"...I really like

helping people. It

makes me feel good

to be able to help

someone."

Killhemic Hayes

...I decided I wanted to

be a nurse when my
nephew was sick. ..and

I had a chance to see

what a difference a

nurse had on our

family and our life."

Michelle Smith

"...I had a patient who
was in the very end

stages of cancer, and I

felt that it was very

positive to be able to

be with her during

that to help her adjust

to her diagnosis."

Alum Shepara

Beth Caber Holly Callahan
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"...I saw a father

holding his newborn

son's hands in prayer,

thanktul for the

miracle of the pre-

cious new life. That

experience redefined

for me what nursing

and life are really

about."

Taiiuny Garrett

Trina Cassell Kimberly Clearwater Nancy Crescitelli Patty Crow

Katheryn Eason Robin Ferguson Jennifer Gallagher Tammy Garrett Charles Gold

"...Postpartum was a

really good experi-

ence for me because a

lot of those mothers

are first time moms
and they just don't

know all they need to.

We had to do a lot of

teaching and the

patients I had were

very pleased that I

taught them these

things.... I think it

eased their fears a

little bit and it made
me feel good."

Kimberly Clearwater

"...Seeing the miracle

of life. ..watching a

baby being born."

Alberto Larrazabal

"...When I was

eighteen, I had to say

goodbye to a friend

who was injured in a

boating accident. The

nurse on duty was so

helpful. If I can help

someone as much as

she helped me, I will

be a successful nurse."

Katheryn Eadon

Amanda Gordon Jeff Harle

Sharon Harrison

"...My most memo-

rable moment was in

labor and delivery. I

was present at a C-

section delivery....

The doctor (delivered

the baby) and the

baby didn't cry or

make any

sound. ...The nurse

..thumped his feet and

finally he let out a

weak little cry. It

seemed as if everyone

in the delivery room

had been holding

their breath until the

baby finally cried. It

was really neat to be a

part of that."

Mona Bradeihaw

Sheri Hartnett Katherine Hayes
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"...I've enjoyed all of

my patients. I knew I

wanted to be a nurse

for a long time. I'm

excited about it. It's

the most challenging

and rewarding

profession I can think

of."

Beverly Skidmore

Michelle Hilton Kathaleen Hoagland Laura Jackson Angelia Kesiah

Dale Knepp Bridget Lacey Alberto Larrazabal Daphne LeRay Tammie Lucas

"... I think it is great

how technology has

advanced in the care

of newborns and how
we can have the

smaller newborns still

survive with the

technology that we
have. I'm definitely

excited about being a

part of that develop-

ing technology."

Roja Medina

"...I've planned for

this for so long. It is

very important to

inc. I feel like I'm

making a dillcrence

in someone's life."

Sharon Harrison

"...The most important

thing that I've

gathered from my
nursing school

experience... is

watching the other

nurses and seeing

what a difference they

make in peoples lives,

the patient and the

family members,

knowing that some

day I'll be able to

contribute in the same

way-

"

Anthony Mmichiello

"...Being with

different people in

different surround-

ings made me more

mature."

Garetl Trumpower

Rosa Medina Anthony Minichiello Gennifer Moon
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"... There's not one

specific thing that is

so great about

nursing. All the things

that I had been

learning over the past

two years, I get to do.

I'm excited and just

having a lot of fun."

Gary Alexander

Erik Neelson Jackie Nelson Ann Nichols Traci O'Neil

Susan O'Sullivan Valerie Patton Deborah Payne Jim Peters Shelly Poulton

"...I feel that nurses

are God's little angels

that go into the

hospital and take care

of these people. They

take over for the

family members when
the family can't be

there. They are the

support for that

patient for that period

of time. My most

memorable experi-

ence was taking care

of a baby with AIDS
and knowing that he

probably would not

be around, but I

could make him

comfortable during

that time."

Holly CaUanhan

Wade Putnam Trish Richardson Trish Riley

"... I remember

following the

doctor.. .into labor and

delivery and after

eight hours of labor

he (the doctor)

allowed me to cut the

cord... it was really

neat."

Dea/ia AleCall

"...The faculty has

been firm and

demanding of us and

yet supportive at the

same time and the

evidence is there.

What they do and

how they teach us has

paid off. They really,

really care about us."

Anthony Jlimebiello

Christy Robertson Claudia Schiffers Alisa Shepard
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"...I had the care of a

neonate whose family

had to commute from

the mountains. The

family was relieved

and grateful to find

that someone had

been with him during

their absence."

Jennifer Gallagher

Veronique Singerman Beverly Skidmore Michelle Smith Alan Sosebee

"... I always wanted

to become a nurse

and when I graduated

from high school I

didn't have the

courage.... I got older,

I decided that I could

do it, and I came

back. Every day I go

into clinical, and I am
with my patients.

Every single day, I

know I've made the

right choice."

Kathaleen Hoaglana

"...I will always

remember the oppor-

tunity to serve as a

class olficer for the

last two years.

Ian Beaxdey

Wanda Thompson Karen Tilly Garett Trumpower
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Mitzi Welsh

"...One of the things

that made me decide

I was doing the right

thing by becoming a

nurse ... was taking

care of a 42 year old

Vietnam veteran who
was blind, deaf and

hal lucinating....When
I took the time to

wash his feet, he had

a lucid moment and

he came back and said

'You know, I am a

Baptist and to the

Baptist people this is

very spiritual' and he

thanked me.

Daphne Lellay

Not pictured:

Susan Almond

Angela Goodson

liamson
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